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GPU Accelerated Adaptive Random Forest

Junji Watanabe（Inoguchi Lab.）
[Background and purpose] In the era of Big Data, due to the rapid growth of mobile devices, IoT

devices etc., the amount of data being generated every moment is drastically increasing. However, learning

from a high-volume and continuous data stream is extremely difficult. Hoeffding Tree [1] is a decision

tree algorithm that can learn from data stream. Adaptive Random Forest (ARF) [2] utilizes Random

Forest technique based on Hoeffding Trees. Multiple CPU cores can speed up the ARF algorithm by

training trees in parallel. However, further speed up is desired to apply ARF for high volume data stream

learning problems. GPU RF [3] also parallelized Hoeffding Tree based Random Forest. However, it had

the limitation on the max tree depth, which is a problem when applying GPU to complex problems. This

thesis aims to propose GPU ARF, a GPU implementation of ARF with the following objectives: 1. Speed

up ARF with GPU. 2. Resolve the max tree depth limitation that GPU RF had. 3. Keep the accuracy

as much as possible.

[Experimental results] With the proposed dynamic tree node memory allocation, the max tree

depth limitation was completely resolved. GPU ARF shows better scalability to the number of trees

than CPU ARF, and GPU ARF is faster when the number of trees is larger than the number of CPU

cores. Figure 1 shows the accuracy and the execution time of GPU ARF and CPU ARF. For the both

of LED dataset and Covertype dataset, GPU ARF is 7.3 times faster and 3.8 times faster respectively,

while keeping the accuracy at the same levels with CPU ARF.

[Conclusions] GPU ARF resolved the max tree depth limitation by allocating memory dynamically

from memory pools. This allows GPU ARF to be applied to complex problems. GPU ARF shows 7.3

times and 3.8 times speed up for data stream classification problem with LED dataset and Covertype

dataset in comparison to CPU ARF, while keeping the accuracy. There are some cases where GPU ARF

doesn’t get benefit from the parallelism. If the problem is simple enough and the required number of

trees is less than the number of CPU cores, CPU ARF would work better in terms of both of speed and

accuracy. Also, if the data stream has concept drifts at fast pace, batching data instances would cause a

regression on the accuracy. Applying GPU ARF for numeric attributes and regression problems are the

future works to further examine the performance gain of GPU ARF in various settings.
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Figure 1: Performance comparisons between GPU ARF and CPU ARF
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